
2 x Skin Protect

Replacement Blade

OneBlade

 
Protects down there

For any length of hair

Fits on all OneBlade handles

Blade lasts up to 4 months*

 
QP229/80

Unmatched skin protection for your skin down there

Designed to cut hair, not skin

The innovative Skin Protect Blade is designed for your sensitive, intimate areas from pits to pubes. The unique skin

protector gives an extra layer of protection from nicks and cuts.

Protective shave

Triple protection system

Easy to use

Unique OneBlade Technology

Fits on all OneBlade handles

Blade that doesn't fade easy

Wet & dry



2 x Skin Protect Replacement Blade QP229/80

Highlights Specifications

Unique OneBlade Technology

The Philips Skin Protect Blade uses a

revolutionary dual-sided cutter for pubic

grooming, which powers through all types of

body hair. Designed to fit every curve and corner.

Groom below the waist with total peace of mind.

Fits on all OneBlade handles

Fits with all OneBlade products: OneBlade

(QP25xx, QP26xx, QP27XX, QP28XX), OneBlade

Pro (QP6504, QP653x, QP654x, QP665x) except

for QP1XXX, QI1XXX, QP652x, QP651x, QP662x,

QP6505

Triple protection system

Skin protection cap, glide coating and rounded

tips makes shaving easier and comfortable

Blade that doesn't fade easy

Durable stainless steel blade that lasts up to 4

months of use* to keep that fresh feel.

Wet & dry

OneBlade is fully waterproof (IPX7), so it is easy

to clean: just rinse it under the tap. You can

shave wet or dry, even in the shower - whichever

you prefer. No shaving foam needed.

Trimming & shaving performance

Shaving system: Contour-following technology,

Skin Protect Blade, Dual protection system

Trimming system: Contour-following

technology, Skin Protect Blade

Service

Replacement head: Replace every 4 months*

 

* For best shaving experience. Based on 2 full shaves per

week. Actual results may vary.
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